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This morning at Amrit Vela I went to BapDada taking lots of love and remembrances from all of you and 
arrived in the subtle region . So who is the one who gave the most lots of love & remembrances this 
morning. Who gave the most remembrances .. Who ? Who is the one who gave the most ? Each one will 
say I am the one who gave lots and lots of love. Because each and every one says that Baba is mine. Baba 
belongs to whom ? Each one will say mine. My Baba (Mera Baba) isn't it.? Do you all say My Baba or do 
you all think its Dadis Baba ? Mera Baba. So when you say My Baba , you arrived in front of Baba already. 
When I arrived in subtle region I saw Baba was standing in front of me. Baba was like a light house giving 
dristi to the whole world. Who was the one who was very very close to Baba to receive the dristi. Who was 
there ? Were you there ? The ones who are sitting at the back, do you think you were close to Baba ? Baba 
gives Dristi to the whole world but who comes in front of Baba first ?. Those children who are Brahmins , 
They are always in front of Baba. So emerge this scene in front of you, Baba is giving Dristi to the whole 
world and we Brahmins are in front of Him and very close to Him. Emerge that scene. Did you arrive in 
front of Baba ? Are you receiving  Dristi now ? After giving dristi, Baba asked " Child what news have you 
brought today ? " .I told Baba I have brought love and remembrances from all brothers and sisters from Sri 
Lanka. Baba said Sri Lanka ? Why did Lanka get this title Sri ? Baba was smiling and then Baba said why 
this title Sri is given to Lanka , Because they are My children who act according to Shrimat. Sri Lanka 
niwasis, the one who act according to Srimat. Yes? No dic tates of your own Mind ( Manmath) No dictates  
of others minds ( Paramath). When I  said  I have brought love from Sri Lanka , as soon as He heard the 
word Sri, He was smiling a lot and He said " Sri Lanka - Sri " So always remember the word Sri. It means 
the one who always follow Shrimat. Then I shared  the news with Baba, that I came to Sri Lanka for the 
Hindu Conference here and also because Baba's children have been remembering & calling me to come 
here. So because of this reason I am in Sri Lanka now. Those who call themselves Hindus are in fact the 
ones who worship the deities They have forgotten that they are members of  the family of deities. So that is 
why you should remind them that you are the progeny of the original eternal deity religion. Then Baba said 
that "My children in Sri Lanka, all of them keep pure feelings in their heart" The fruit of that devotional 
feelings (Bhavna) is very great. So Baba said the Sri Lankan children who have a lot of bhavna, Baba has 
lots & lots of love for them. Is it true? Baba has special love for Sri Lanka? Do you feel that Baba has 
special love for all of you? Baba's wish is that each & every child of Baba become so powerful, just like 
Baba, standing like a light house and give drishti to the whole, let each of my children become so powerful 
that they become light house and might house and give dristi to the whole world. You children should now 
have the feelings that all children of the world are our brothers & sisters. But they are experiencing so 
much of unhappiness and going through so much of distress. You have been going in front of your own 
deity idols and asked for mercy. "Have mercy on me." Now you have to become such souls that you can 
show mercy on all others. Go and ask my children, are they becoming merciful & giving this merciful 
feelings to the souls of the whole world? Do you ask for mercy from Baba or do give others? Take from 
Baba & give others. Tell Sri Lanka children of mine that they should make such effort that they should be 
part of the 108 rosary. Will you come into the 108 rosary? Are you ready to be part of the 108 rosary? What 
do you need in order to part of the 108 rosary? Do you have all 8 powers in you? You have seen the picture 
of 8 powers and do you also have all 8 powers in you? In order to be part of the 108 rosary, first of all you 
need all 8 powers. Do you have it, or sometimes only? Baba said in order to be part of the 108 rosary 
always keep all the 8 powers with you and use them. Everybody knows that we need all 8 powers. One is to 
know what are the 8 powers. 2nd is to understand we need it. The 3rd is to use it according to the need of 
time. I see the Children all over the world in all 4 corners, instead of using the powers at the right time 
would think of it after the situation has passed. If I could have used this power that would have been nice. 
That should not happen. 
The final paper is of only a second. So in the final paper if you have a situation where you have to use one 
particular power but you are not able to use that particular power in a second, how can you pass with 
honour. To be part of the 108 rosary means to pass with honour. So what will you do now ?. Keep all the 8 



powers constantly with you . But of the 8 powers there is one particular power , power to tolerate. If you 
are able to keep the power to tolerate in front of you constantly and use it at the right time then all other 
powers will automatically come to you. When you have the power of tolerance, you will have 
concentration and stability of mind. Because there is concentration and stability of mind , then you are able 
to create the stage according to the time. Maya is also very clever . She is going to take a test paper from 
you about the particular power that you are lacking yourself. She is going to test you in that power . Then 
what will happen ? Will you be able to come in the 108 rosary  ? So Baba says check yourself from time to 
time which is the power I lack in myself. Check and change. Don't just check . If you only check and don't 
change , then you can loose hope in yourself, thinking may be it is not in my fortune , But if you check and 
change at the same time then everything will be O.K. So keep Baba always with you , then you will be able 
to take help from Baba and you will become complete with all powers. Baba says don't have any 
complaints because, when you sit in the remembrances of Baba, you have many complaints . They keep  
remembering, asking Baba, Baba do this for me, give me this power. Baba please cooperate with me. Don't 
remember Baba like that  Say with a right, Baba whatever power you have, I know that belongs to me. So 
do you want to become like that? The one with the right? Pass with honours. You like only to pass, or pass 
with honours? You have courage? 
 
Baba said to give lots & lots of remembrances to all my children filled with many blessings from the heart. 
Baba has given blessings from this heart. Did you receive those blessings today? That means you have 
merged Baba in your heart. Wherever any things happens in your life, remember Baba's blessing. You have 
come to me from Sri Lanka for the first time. What gift are you going to take back from here for my 
children in Sri Lanka? Can you guess what gift Baba gave to give to all of you? Baba gave a big huge 
diamond. Within that diamond were 8 colours. Just like a lotus, Dadi was able to see the 8 colours within 
the diamond like a lotus flower. Baba said they all want to come within the 108 and so Baba is giving this 
gift of 8 colours representing the 8 powers. Tell the children to keep the 8 powers with them always. Did 
you receive the diamond of 8 colours? Can you visualise the gift in front of you? Don't loose it now. Keep 
it with you. Maya is very smart, she will try to snatch it away from you. Keep this diamond gift hidden in 
the treasure store of your mind. Do you know how to hide it in your treasure store of your mind? Make sure 
that you don't loose it. So Baba gave this gift to give to you and sent me back to the corporeal world. 
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